
Rui de Sousa’s embassy and the fate of

Richard, Duke  of  York

BARRIE  WILLIAMS

IN  THEIR  famous article on the  mystery of the ‘Princes in the  Tower’, Tanner
and  Wright give  as the  only ‘certain  fact’, apart from the discovery of two
skeletons  in  1674, that  ‘from the day when Richard, Duke of  York, joined his
brother  in the  Tower, neither of the brothers was  ever  seen again  outside its
walls." But is even  this certain?

What I  wish  to  consider  first is the possibility that Richard, Duke of York,
was seen  later  than the summer of  1483, perhaps  away from  the  vicinity of the
Tower, by the Portuguese ambassador, Rui de Sousa. The  possibility depends on
the  correct  interpretation of the  well-known  letter  of Ferdinand and Isabella of
Spain  to Dr  Puebla, their  ambassador, of 14  April  1496. Rui de Sousa had by
this  time entered  their service. At the time of the  letter, France and Aragon  were
deeply embroiled in  Italy, and  both  were  anxious  for the  friendship of England.
Henry VII was  having his  troubles with Perkin  Warbeck, and  Charles  VIII  of
France offered to disembarrass him by producing ‘parents’ to  attest  that
Warbeck was the son of  a  barber. The  Catholic  monarchs  thought  they could  do
‘much  better’ by producing Rui de  Sousa:

He is  acquainted with  the  whole matter, and is  a  person  of  authority and  good
faith.  Having been  Portuguese  ambassador in  England, he knew1 the  Duke  of  York
very well, and has  seen  him  there.  Two  years later  he saw  this  other person  (i.e.
Warbeck) in  Portugal.’

Hugh  Ross  Williamson  commented on the  implications  of  this letter  in his
essay on Perkin Warbeck but, so far as  I  know, never followed  them  up. There
are  three  possibilities:
I. The  date  of Perkin  Warbeck’s  arrival in Portugal is uncertain. Six months or
so after Bosworth seems the  earliest  time. Hugh  Ross Williamson suggests that
he accompanied  Lady Brampton (and  probably her  husband, Sir Edward) some
time after  Easter  1486.“ Cecil Roth  in his  study of Brampton reckons 1487 or
even  Easter  1488  as his  time  of  arrival.’ If de Sousa had seen the Duke of York
two  years  previously, he  must have  been still  alive  at least until after Easter 1484,
and the  later  we suppose Warbeck to  have  reached  Portugal, the later we must
suppose  the Duke to  have survived.
2. After ten years, de  Sousa’s memory may have  let him down. If he had seen
Prince Richard  in the  summer  of  1483  and  Warbeck three years later in 1486,
this  would be plausible  but, as  will  be  shown, the  interval  is likely to have been
longer. Ferdinand and Isabella are hardly likely to have produced him as their
trump card if he said two years  when  he meant  four  or five.
3. Perkin Warbeck could  have  been in  Portugal  earlier  than his arrival there
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with  the Bramptons in  1486/7. This I think  unlikely as it goes  against  what we
otherwise  know  or suppose concerning him.  But  Warbeck’s  putative mother,
Katharine  de Faro, had  a  Portuguese  name,  and Charles  VIII offered  evidence
from  the Portuguese King-at—arms  concerning his parentage.“ If de Sousa saw
him earlier  than  1486, the mystery surrounding him deepens.

Rui de  Sousa  was sent as ambassador to England by King  John 11 of
Portugal in 1481.7 Anglo-Portuguese relations were regulated by the Treaty of
Windsor of  1386. This  had several  times  been renewed, but the  Portuguese  were
anxious  to secure their monopoly of trade  with Guinea  into  which  the  English
had  tried  to break.a John  11 wanted international recognition as  ‘Lord  of  Guinea’,
a title  he officially adopted in  1486.9 De  Sousa’s mission  led to  a  renewal of the
Treaty of  Windsor  between  Edward IV and John 11 in February 1482.” John  de
Elvas, fellow ambassador with de  Sousa, returned to  Portugal  not  later than  June
1484  when, as  a  doctor of  law,  he prosecuted the Duke of Braganza for
treason." If de  Sousa  also returned, he  might  conceivably have seen  Warbeck in
Portugal  in the spring of  1484.

Although  he presumably returned  to  Portugal  at  least  once between  1482
and  1488 when  he saw Warbeck, de  Sousa seems to  have  remained  ambassador
to  England  until 1489. His  final triumph  was to bring back the  Garter  as an
honour  for King John.  Sylvio thought  this was conferred by Edward IV, but in
fact  it was  given  by Henry VII in 1489.‘2 After the English embassy, we  next
hear of Rui de Sousa in  1489  taking part  in  negotiations  between Portugal and
the  Sultan  of  Fez.” He was  evidently a  skilled diplomat, and after his initial
success in  1482  it would have  been  good policy to have  retained  his services  until
the new  kings, Richard III and then Henry VII had shown the same friendly
disposition as Edward IV.

De Sousa, then, seems to  have  been in England off and on for over seven
years  from  late  1481 until  the  spring of  1489.” He probably saw Richard, Duke
of York, at  court  early in  1482, but  Richard  was  then  a  child of seven or  eight,
and if de  Sousa only knew him at  that  time, his assurance in  distinguishing him
four  or five years later  from Perkin  Warbeck stretches credulity.  Nor is it likely
that  de  Sousa  saw him in  1483 even  if he were in England. On 30 April,  Richard
was  taken  by his  mother into  sanctuary at  Westminster.  When he was  released
on 16  June, he  joined  his brother in the Tower. We are led to believe  that  when
Richard  III  took  the throne  nine  days later, the boys were closely confined  rather
than being on  view  to  foreign diplomats." Ambassadors  from  France, Spain  and
Burgundy waited on Richard III at Warwick in  August  1483." If de  Sousa
similarly attended on the new  King any time  between  his coronation and the
outbreak  of  Buckingham’s  rebellion, he would  have  had to  catch  up with him
somewhere  on his  royal  progress.

The Portuguese  may, however, have  cautiously waited  until  Richard III
seemed  firmly seated  on the throne. On 25 June  1484,  the anniversary of his
accession, the  Treaty of Windsor was renewed, the agreement being signed  at the:
Austin Friars  in York.” If de  Sousa  had  seen Richard, Duke  of York, about  this
time, it  would  accord  with  his seeing Warbeck  about  two years  later, in the  early
summer  of  1486.  As  Audrey Williamson has pointed  out,  there are  other  reasons
for  thinking that  Edward  IV’s  sons  were  still alive  after  Easter 1484.m Richard
III’s movements  in the summer of  1484  make it likely that a  foreign  diplomat in.
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attendance on him  would have  encountered one of his nephews in a  northern
castle  rather  than  in  London; in  that case  one  must  suppose  that Richard  sent his
nephew, or  both  of them, north, as he did  with their  sister  Elizabeth  and Edward,
Earl of  Warwick.

Important discussions between England and  Portugal  again opened in
March 1485.  Anne, Richard’s Queen, died on 16 March; she had  been  ailing
since Christmas the previous  year. Richard  asked for the  hand  of Joanna, sister
of  King John  of  Portugal.  The  King and the Cortes  gave their  approval, but the
princess, being of  a  religious disposition, declined the offer as  later  she refused  a
match  with  Charles  VIII  of France, and  entered  a  nunnery.” Richard  sent Sir
Edward  Brampton  as ambassador to Portugal on 22 March 1485, only six days
after  the  death  of the Queen.” If  this  seems  like  indecent  haste, it  must  be
remembered  that  Richard had  been  troubled by rumours  that  he  intended  to
marry his  niece, Elizabeth  of York. An engagement  with  Princess Joanna would
effectively silence the  rumour.  It is not  known  whether Richard  discussed  these
plans with  the  Portuguese  ambassador, but it is obviously likely.  If de Sousa was
in attendance on  Richard  III in March  1485, and saw Richard, Duke  of York at
that time, this  would  accord  with  his seeing Warbeck  about  Easter  1487.

Brampton’s embassy fortunately seems to  have kept  him out of  England  at
the  time  of  Bosworth; after  visiting the  Netherlands, he returned with  Perkin
Warbeck at an  uncertain  date between Easter  1486  and 1488. The likelihood of
de  Sousa meeting them  in Portugal at  this time  is high. De Sousa, being
accredited  to  Richard III, probably left England  after  Bosworth, and may not
have returned  until negotiations were begun with  Henry VII in 1488.2' Brampton
himself was of Portuguese origin. If he and de  Sousa became  friendly at the
English  court  and resumed  their  friendship in  Portugal  in  1486/7, de  Sousa
would  have  had  ample  opportunity to observe Perkin Warbeck.

The  balance  of probability, therefore, is  that  de  Sousa  met  Warbeck  in  1486
or  1487, and the interval of two years  suggests  his  seeing Richard, Duke of York
in  1484, probably in the north, or 1485, probably in London. If so, the  mystery
surrounding the  prince’s  fate deepens  further.  One plausible  candidate  as his
murderer—the  Duke  of  Buckingham—would  have to be  eliminated,  but the
latest  thinking with  regard to the  skeletons  found in the Tower leaves  other
possibilities wide  open.2

Portugal  yields  one further mystery. In his  Historia Genealogica  of 1735,
Antonio  Caetano de  Sousa  (not, so far as is known, a  descendant of  Rui)  states
that  Edward  V  and Richard, Duke  of York, died  on 23 May 1483. This  is the
only date I  have  ever seen offered for the  death  of the princes. It is  clearly
impossible, since  it  falls  a  fortnight  before the crisis of  Richard’s  protectorate
when  the  younger prince  was  still with  his  mother  in  sanctuary. Caetano  de
Sousa’s  dates  for  this  period are not  entirely accurate,  but are  clearly not
invented.  He is  only one day out  over Richard III’s  coronation  (6th  for 7th  July
1483) and  only two  over  the  birthday of Edward  V (4th  for 2nd  November
1470).  He  gives  28 May 1474  as the birthday of  Richard, Duke  of  York,  {Ind
although  an earlier  date  is now preferred,  this  is the  date  of the  qarhest
documentary reference to him.23 Is it possible  that  he had  somehow obtained  a
correct  tradition regarding the  date,  but  that  the  year  had  been  predated to  1483,
influenced  by later stories  about  the fate of the  princes?  If Rui de  Sousa  really
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saw the younger  prince  in the  summer  of 1484 or the  spring  of  1485, some  time
between  23 May 1485 and two  years  later seems most  likely. If 23 May 1487, it
might  shed some  light on the  careers  both of  Lambert Simnel,  then  being
acclaimed  by the  Yorkists  in  Dublin,  and  Perkin Warbeck, being trained  for his
role  in Portugal. Interestingly enough, Caetano  simply states  that  Edward  V  died
(fay morto) on 23  May, but his  brother  died  violently (morto violentamente).  If
anything, this would  support  a  hypothesis  that  the  elder  prince  died  of  natural
causes, his  death tempting someone  to  dispose  of his  brother  also by violent
means.

Obviously, too much weight  cannot  be  placed  on what  a  Portuguese
historian  wrote  250  years  after  the  event.  But if Rui de Sousa  were  in  England  at
intervals between  1481 and 1489, in  frequent attendance  at  court,  well
acquainted  with Richard, Duke of  York, and  later  with  Perkin Warbeck,  it is by
no  means impossible  that  he  should  have known  when  and how the  princes died,
and  that  some  tradition  about  it was  passed  on in  Portugal.  How  many people,
even  their  mother  and  sisters, were  so  close  to the  centre  of  events  for so long?
What  exactly he  communicated  to  Ferdinand  and  Isabella  or Henry VII in 1496,
we do not know—except  that  Perki e  k  was not the  Duke  of  ork.  If he
knew  the  latter’s  fate, he was  diplomat  enough to  whisper t  e  secret  in the  ears  of
princes rather  than to write it for the  eyes  of  historians.
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Morse Stephens op.  cil..  p. 164.
Audrey Williamson  discusses the latest medicaI  thinking regarding  the skeletons in  chapter  l2 of The
M  yslery of the  Princes. .

The  uncertainty (twenty-two  months) over the  birthday of  Richard, Duke  of  York,  is  remarkable  for one
so close to the throne. James Gairdner in the  Dictionary  of  National Biography  gives  it as l7 Auéust
1472.  Perkin Warbeck in  1495  declared himseif to be under age (Le. born not  earlier than 1474)  and  from
his  contact  with Brampton and  Margaret  of  Burgundy ought  to have  known  how  old,  in the persona of
Richard,  Duke of  York,  he was supposed :9 be.  Richard’s  creation as Duke of York (28 May 1474) or

shortly before is obviously the latest possible  date  for his birth. To receive his title almost at birth is nél
impossible—Henry VIII  crea‘ed his son by Ka‘harine of  Aragon  Duke of  Cornwall;  the  child  lived  only
seven weeks (I  January—22 February 1510).  Tanner has  argued strongly in favour of  a  middle  date  for
Richard’s birth—August  I473. Gairdner mentions ‘an old  genealogy’ which gives  his  younger  brother
George  as born at Shrewsbury in March I473; even if, as he  suggests,  this  should be I474 “of our
reckoning‘ it still leaves uncertainty over the birthdays of Edward lV’s various children. In the exis‘ing
state of the  evidence,  the  exact  age of  Richard,  Duke of  York,  sheds  little light  on his  ultimate  fate.
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